Monsanto is laughing all the way to the bank
When Monsanto used Swansea as the testbed of its flagship herbicide Roundup, it knew that
Japanese Knotweed had become resistant to it and was out of control, but still kept on selling it.
Swansea is known as the Japanese Knotweed Capital of Europe
Monsanto, whose factory was/is,1 still in Newport, used Swansea as the testbed of its flagship
herbicide, Roundup. Roundup was sprayed time and time again on Japanese Knotweed until it
became a superweed, just like the weeds in the US, where they grow Roundup Ready crops.

Northern Indiana. Giant Ragweed (3 m) resistant to glyphosate.
Farm workers have to weed it by hand. At that time this was one of nine different weeds that commonly occur.

Glyphosate and Super-weeds: Glyphosate applied to Corn, Soy and Cotton crops in the U.S. and the number of
confirmed glyphosate-resistant weeds. Glyphosate data from USDA; super-weed data from Charles Benbrook. By kind
permission of Dr Nancy Swanson.

Herbicide-Resistant weeds in the US
International Survey of Herbicide-Resistant Weeds Updated to July 2018. Run the cursor over the
map and it will tell you how many herbicide-resistant weeds each US State has. The number of
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In July 2012 the old company (Solutia) was acquired by the Eastman Chemical Company. Its Board of
Directors includes Officers from Monsanto, Dow Chemicals, Dow Corning, General Mills, and Cargill.

herbicide-resistant weeds in the US vary from one (Massachusetts) to 30 (California). California is
the fruit-growing capital of the US.
http://weedscience.org/vmap/statemap.aspx

Photo taken Ilston Valley, Penmaen 10 July 2015. Dakar Pro has been sprayed over Japanese Knotweed since March
2015, but new shoots are emerging by July. This is due to resistance by gene amplification

Even though Monsanto going on trial again (February 2019) in the US for concealing that
Roundup caused cancer,2 glyphosate-based Herbicides such as Roundup are making millions of
pounds in the UK from its carcinogenic properties and the fact that its causes major diseases.
Americans have grown fatter in the past two decades, but are a curious shape
They have added girth to their bellies and in some cases, even growing shorter, according to
federal health data released 20/12/2018.3 The report gave no specific reasons for the trends,
which come as no surprise as the nation battles with an ongoing obesity epidemic. Average
weight, waist circumference, and body mass index (BMI) in adults have increased over the past 18
years, said the report by the National Center for Health Statistics.
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https://www.organicconsumers.org/blog/and-hits-just-keep-coming-more-bad-news-monsanto
https://guardian.ng/features/americans-have-grown-fatter-shorter-since-1999-us-data/

Shockingly high levels of weed killer in UK cereals marketed for British children4
Type of breakfast cereal marketed for children
Product description

Glyphosate
level ng/g

AMPA
ng/g

Kelloggs No added sugar granola with Apricot &
pumpkin seeds
Quaker/Oat So simple/Original Microwaveable Oats
Weetibix Oatibix 100% wholegrain oats
Nestle Multigrain Cheerios Whole Grain Oat Flour
29.6% Whole Grain Wheat 29.6% Whole Grain
Barley Flour 17.9% Whole Grain Corn Flour 2.1%
Whole Grain Rice Flour 2.1%.

499.90

ND

Effective
glyphosate
level ng/g
499.90

464.23
318.85
137.29

24.04
16.96
ND

500.28
344.28
137.29

An article in the UK Guardian in August 2018 said that US cereals had weedkiller in them
But the UK Guardian reported: “There was no indication that the claims related to products sold
outside the US.” So, we posted samples of four oat-based breakfast cereals marketed for children
from our local Coop in Killay to the Health Research Institute, Fairfield, Iowa, an accredited
laboratory for glyphosate testing. Kellogg No added sugar granola with apricot and pumpkin
seeds; Quaker Oat so Simple: Quaker Whole Grain Rolled Oats; Weetabix Oatibix 100% wholegrain
oats; Nestle Multigrain Cheerios: Whole Grain Oat Flour 29.6% Whole Grain Wheat 29.6% Whole
Grain Barley Flour 17.9% Whole Grain Corn Flour 2.1% Whole Grain Rice Flour 2.1%.
The Director said: “These are shockingly high levels. These results are consistently concerning. The
levels consumed in a single daily helping of any one of these cereals, even the one with the lowest
level of contamination, is sufficient to put the person’s glyphosate levels above the levels that
cause fatty liver disease in rats (and likely in people).

Former Monsanto Corporation and its buyer Bayer CropScience are on trial again in the
US for concealing (with malice and oppression) that Roundup causes cancer
On 28/08/2018 Robert F Kennedy Jr. one of the Attorney’s fighting Bayer, said: Bayer Needs More
Than an Aspirin to Cure Its Monsanto-Sized Headache 5
“In a special telephone meeting on Thursday, August 23, Bayer AG’s CEO Werner Bauman tried to
reassure the German conglomerate’s principal shareholders who were concerned about the
recent drop in the company’s stock. Bayer’s stock fell dramatically after an
unfavorable verdict against Bayer’s St. Louis subsidiary, Monsanto.
Bauman expressed his confidence in Monsanto and predicted a sunny future for its flagship
herbicide, Roundup. He told his top-tier investors that Bayer had performed an adequate duediligence on Monsanto before purchasing the troubled company for $66 billion this past June. At
the time of its purchase, Monsanto told its German suitors that a $270-million set-aside would
cover all its outstanding liabilities arising from Monsanto’s 5,000 Roundup cancer lawsuits.
Bauman did concede to anxious shareholders that Monsanto had withheld internal
papers relevant to the case. Bayer never saw those internal Monsanto documents prior to the
purchase.
It’s no surprise that Monsanto kept secrets from Bayer. Johnson’s jury heard evidence that for four
decades Monsanto maneuvered to conceal Roundup’s carcinogenicity by capturing regulatory
4
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https://www.organicconsumers.org/blog/kennedy-monsanto-roundup-verdict-bayer-stock

agencies, corrupting public officials, bribing scientists and engaging in scientific fraud to delay its
day of reckoning. The jury found that these activities constituted “malice, fraud and oppression”
warranting $250 million in punitive damages.
I am one of several attorneys representing, collectively, now some 8,000 clients with similar cases.
I attended the two-month trial and worked with the trial team led by two young and exceptionally
gifted lawyers, Brent Wisner of Baum Hedlund Aristei & Goldman and Dave Dickens of The Miller
Firm. For Bayer the worst is yet to come.
Despite Monsanto’s efforts, the science linking glyphosate—Roundup’s active ingredient—to nonHodgkin’s lymphoma has passed the critical inflection point. European nations are moving to ban
or restrict the chemical, and California regulators and courts have ordered Monsanto to warn
consumers of Roundup’s carcinogenicity at all points of sale. Both federal and state courts across
the country have agreed that the question can be sent to juries. Hundreds of new inquiries have
flooded our offices since the Johnson verdict.
Perhaps more ominously for Bayer, Monsanto also faces cascading scientific evidence linking
glyphosate to a constellation of other injuries that have become prevalent since its introduction,
including obesity, depression, Alzheimer’s, ADHD, autism, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, kidney
disease, and inflammatory bowel disease, brain, breast and prostate cancer, miscarriage, birth
defects and declining sperm counts. Strong science suggests glyphosate is the culprit in the
exploding epidemics of celiac disease, colitis, gluten sensitivities, diabetes and non-alcoholic liver
cancer which, for the first time, is attacking children as young as 10.
Researchers peg glyphosate as a potent endocrine disruptor, which interferes with sexual
development in children. The chemical compound is certainly a chelator that removes important
minerals from the body, including iron, magnesium, zinc, selenium and molybdenum.
Roundup disrupts the microbiome destroying beneficial bacteria in the human gut and triggering
brain inflammation and other ill effects.
The public’s growing concerns with Roundup are, in part, due to Monsanto’s overreaching.
For two decades following its licensing in 1974, farmers and gardeners used Roundup as a
conventional weedkiller. After Monsanto’s introduction of Roundup Ready seeds in the 1990s,
farmers began aerial spraying of the herbicide on entire fields, including newly planted corn,
canola and soy genetically altered to thrive in the toxic mist that killed all neighboring weeds.
Then, around 2006, Monsanto started marketing Roundup as a desiccant to dry up oats and wheat
immediately before harvest. For the first time, farmers were spraying the chemical directly on
food. Roundup sales rose dramatically to 300 million pounds annually in the U.S., with farmers
spraying enough to cover every tillable acre in America with a gallon of Roundup.
Glyphosate now accounts for about 50% of all herbicide use in the U.S. About 75% of
glyphosate use has occurred since 2006, with the global glyphosate market projected to reach
$11.74 billion by 2023. Never in history has a chemical been used so pervasively. Glyphosate is in
our air, water, plants, animals, grains, vegetables and meats. It’s in beer and wine,
children’s breakfast cereal and snack bars and mother’s breast milk. It’s even in our vaccines.
As grim as its financials now look, Monsanto’s reputational liability may be even more of an
anchor for Bayer than all the lawsuits. Environmentalists complain that Roundup is exterminating
at least 13 species in the U.S. alone, including North America’s iconic Monarch butterfly. Human
rights advocates blame the suicides of more than 200,000 Indian farmers on the suffocating
economics caused by Monsanto’s monopolistic control of international seed stocks. Government
regulators are already under pressure to restrict these sorts of chemical mayhems with laws
limiting glyphosate and GMOs. Monsanto has carved out a market niche monetizing deadly
chemicals that more squeamish companies shun, a strategy that has made the company the
Snidely Whiplash of corporate scoundrels and the planet’s worst villain, according to many
environmentalists and human rights advocates. As a boy, I watched Monsanto’s vicious campaign
to pillory the dying heroine Rachel Carson over her book, “Silent Spring,” in its efforts to exonerate
its pesticide DDT which was wiping out songbirds and the American bald eagle.”
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These pages are a small selection of graphs taken from this paper. 6 They are reproduced by kind permission of
Dr Nancy Swanson.

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Open Letter to Bayer CropScience
Date:Mon, 7 Jan 2019 10:24:53 +0000
From:Rosemary Anne Mason <rosemary.mason01@btinternet.com>
To:werner.baumann@bayer.com, david.fischer@bayer.com, liam.condon@bayer.com
Werner Baumann
Chief Executive
Bayer CropScience
Dear Werner Baumann,
An advertisement that Bayer placed in Politico and the Farmers’ Guardian on 19/12/2018
“Transparency creates trust. At Bayer, we embrace our responsibility to communicate how we
assess our products’ safety — and we recognize that people around the world want more
information around glyphosate. This month, we published more than 300 study summaries on the
safety of glyphosate on our dedicated transparency website. “
Bayer CropScience has never been transparent in its life
Formerly IG Farben, the private German chemicals company allied with the Nazis, that manufactured
the Zyklon B gas used to commit genocide against millions of European Jews in the Holocaust. It built
a factory next to Auschwitz so it could exploit Jewish slave labour in its oil and rubber production
plant. In total, some 300,000 detainees from Auschwitz were employed in IG Farben’s workforce,
6
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supplying the company with free labour. The company housed the workers in its own concentration
camp, with the horrendous conditions there and in the factory leading to an estimated 30,000
deaths. On top of this, an unknown number of workers deemed unfit to continue working at the
factory were sent to the death camp at Auschwitz. Alongside the brutal conditions of the labour
camp, IG Farben also sanctioned drug experiments on live, healthy inmates. IG Farben was probably
the most well-known corporate participant in the Holocaust, and the company’s history sheds a
chilling light on how genocide became tied in with economics and business. 7
Bayer CropScience and Monsanto are Criminal Corporations.
Yours sincerely
Rosemary Mason MB, ChB, FRCA

Lord Gardiner of Kimble, Under-Secretary of State for Defra, deceitfully evaded questions
on Roundup in the House of Lords on 31 August 2018
REPLY Lord Gardiner of Kimble: “My Lords, there is robust EU and UK law on the use of weedkillers.
The Government will always base their assessments of safety on the best scientific evidence
available. Clearly, users of Roundup and other weedkillers should always read the instructions and
use the product responsibly, and in accordance with the instructions, as indeed they should for many
other household products.”
QUESTION Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb: “I thank the Minister for his reply. I am sure that it is
general knowledge that the landmark verdict in a case in the United States was that Roundup
and glyphosate herbicides can cause cancer, and Monsanto has acted with “malice and oppression”
by selling it in full awareness of the risks. Given that here in the UK farmers have to keep such
pesticides under lock and key in a steel cupboard, how can it be all right to sell it freely in the
supermarkets on open shelves? Is that not a risk for both shoppers and workers?”
REPLY Lord Gardiner of Kimble: “My Lords, the recent case was a civil court case with a non-expert
jury. There was no new scientific evidence presented regarding safety as part of the court case, and
so it does not raise doubts about the scientific assessments underpinning the EU approval decision.
Of course, we have in this country, and through the EU as well, very strict rules about authorisations
and approvals. There are many requirements for Roundup, and it is important that it is used
responsibly, but it is safe.”
The UN expert on Toxics, Baskut Tuncak wrote in the Guardian on 06/11/2017: The EU and
glyphosate: it's time to put children's health before pesticides 8
“A pending decision on Monsanto’s ubiquitous weedkiller is a crucial opportunity to protect our
children from the toxic cocktail of pesticides polluting their food, water and play areas.”
“Our children are growing up exposed to a toxic cocktail of weedkillers, insecticides, and fungicides.
It’s on their food and in their water, and it’s even doused over their parks and playgrounds. Many
governments insist that our standards of protection from these pesticides are strong enough. But as
a scientist and a lawyer who specialises in chemicals and their potential impact on people’s
fundamental rights, I beg to differ. Last month it was revealed that in recommending that glyphosate
– the world’s most widely-used pesticide – was safe, the EU’s food safety watchdog copied and
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pasted pages of a report directly from Monsanto, the pesticide’s manufacturer. Revelations like these
are simply shocking.
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the most ratified international human rights treaty in
the world (only the US is not a party), makes it clear that states have an explicit obligation to protect
children from exposure to toxic chemicals, from contaminated food and polluted water, and to
ensure that every child can realise their right to the highest attainable standard of health. These and
many other rights of the child are abused by the current pesticide regime. These chemicals are
everywhere and they are invisible. The only way to protect citizens, especially those
disproportionately at risk from exposure, is for governments to regulate them effectively, in large
part by adhering to the highest standards of scientific integrity.
Paediatricians have referred to childhood exposure to pesticides as creating a “silent pandemic” of
disease and disability. Exposure in pregnancy and childhood is linked to birth defects, diabetes, and
cancer. Because a child’s developing body is more sensitive to exposure than adults and takes in
more of everything – relative to their size, children eat, breathe, and drink much more than adults –
they are particularly vulnerable to these toxic chemicals. Increasing evidence shows that even at
“low” doses of childhood exposure, irreversible health impacts can result. But, most victims cannot
prove the cause of their disability or disease, limiting our ability to hold those responsible to account.
In light of revelations such as the copy-and-paste scandal, a careful re-examination of the
performance of states is required. The overwhelming reliance of regulators on industry-funded
studies, the exclusion of independent science from assessments, and the confidentiality of studies
relied upon by authorities must change.”
On December 12th 2017 the EU Commission relicensed glyphosate for 5 years. The British
Government ignored the plea by Baskut Tuncak and voted with the Commission, but did they read
ECHA’s full classification?
“ECHA's Committee for Risk Assessment (RAC) agrees to maintain the current harmonised
classification of glyphosate as a substance causing serious eye damage and being toxic to aquatic life
with long-lasting effects. RAC concluded that the available scientific evidence did not meet the
criteria to classify glyphosate as a carcinogen, as a mutagen or as toxic for reproduction.” 9

Many European countries ban the use of glyphosate-based herbicides for private use.
But not Britain, who is making lots of money out of pesticides. It has been so since 1949 when the
British Prime Minister, Clement Atlee, invited Monsanto to set up a factory in Newport, Wales, as
far away from Westminster as possible. From then on it colluded with the Agrochemical
Corporations against the people.
That is why the Health and Safety Executive refused to ask the Council to stop Monsanto’s
contractor Complete Weed Control from spraying glyphosate-based herbicides on the people of
Swansea. They said it was ‘still legal.’
-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Roundup sprayed in Swansea - CETO/358/16
Date:Tue, 20 Dec 2016 11:26:06 +0000
From:Dan.Manghai@hse.gov.uk
To:rosemary.mason01@btinternet.com
Dear Dr Mason,
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Thank you for your emails and attachments of 9 and 19 December to HSE’s Chair, Martin Temple,
and the one of 14 December to me. Further to my acknowledgement of 9 December I am now
writing with a substantive response. The various points you raise have been addressed in previous
correspondence between you and HSE or Defra so there is nothing further to add on these. With
regard to your key point on the use of glyphosate by Swansea Council, glyphosate is approved as a
pesticide active substance in the EU and glyphosate products are authorised for use in the UK. The
Council’s duty in this case is to use pesticide products which are authorised in the UK and to comply
with the rules on use of pesticides. In doing this, it is for the Council to decide how it chooses to
control weeds in its area not HSE.
Yours sincerely,
Dan Manghai
Chief Executive, Parliamentary and Secretariat Office
Health and Safety Executive

Rosemary Mason MB, ChB, FRCA
11 February 2019

